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Abstract—Covid-19, the world continues to live in anxiety and instability despite efforts to find a vaccine and emerge from this crisis. Especially after the emergence of a new mutated Corona virus called Omicron. This mutated sparked a state of controversy about the extent of its impact and its ability to spread among people. The Covid-19 epidemic has thrown the world economy into disarray. It also resulted in a widespread suspension of work and output throughout society, hurting economic and society. This paper introduces a Covid-19 Patients Diagnosis (CPD) strategy that works to find a fast and highly effective prognosis for diagnosing Covid-19 patients. The proposed strategy has two main stages named Feature Selection Stage (FSS) and Covid-19 Diagnosis Stage (CDS). The FSS has main objective to select the powerful features for the diagnosis stage. The features are selected in the FSS by using Chi-Square Feature Selection (CSFS) method. In fact, CSFS is a filter feature selection technique that has the ability to quickly choose the most effective subset of features. Then, quick and accurate diagnosis is provided by using Improved K-Nearest Neighbors (IKNN). The main idea in the proposed IKNN is that a circle with a radius value that equals the average distance of K of the closet items will be constructed and then the nearest M of items will be determined to classify the patient to the correct class “Covid” or “Non-Covid”. The results explain that the proposed strategy called CPD gives an accuracy of up to 96.36%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Every day that passes in the world, the number of infections and deaths increases as a result of Covid-19 this infectious epidemic. The world has lost millions of people due to this epidemic so far, as the number of cases reached 271,963,258 cases, and deaths reached 5,331,019 cases, according to the latest statistics issued by the World Health Organization (WHO) at the time of writing this paper [1]. Symptoms of Covid-19 disease are fever, fatigue, cough, shortness of breath, and headache, where the severity of symptoms varies based on immunity and health history of the patient, and it takes about 4-6 days to appear [2]. This epidemic, which continues despite its appearance nearly two years ago, and with the continuous efforts of the medical staff and researchers to find a solution to this crisis, rapid and effective diagnosis is the best solution to reduce the risks of this disease and the possibility of its occurrence, as well as to provide appropriate medical services for the affected person.

Real-Time Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) has been implemented for Covid-19 diagnosis [2]. But it takes 2–3 hours to provide findings and
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necessitates the use of recognized laboratories, expensive equipment, and well-trained employees [3]. However, numerous recent investigations have revealed up to 20% false-negative outcomes [4]. Covid-19 diagnosis has also been done using Computed Tomography (CT) images. However, the vast majority of Covid-19 patients have a natural chest CT scan. Furthermore, physicians and other patients are at risk when using imaging equipment for Covid-19 patients. There is a high probability that the virus will survive on the scanning room's surface even with careful cleaning [2]. Because of these drawbacks, RRT-PCR and CT are inappropriate for large-scale screening aimed at a speedy diagnosis of patients.

Blood testing is another method used in many studies for detected covid-19 patient because Covid-19 patients have different characteristics is linked with significantly decreased lymphocyte stiffness, increased monocyte cell size, the appearance of smaller and less deformable erythrocytes, and the presence of large, deformable, activated neutrophils [5]. As a result, blood analysis employed in this study to reduce the risks associated with the use of other methods, maintain medical staff, and reduce the possibility of Covid-19 spreading as a result of direct contact between patients and medical personnel.

Data mining (DM) is an artificial intelligence method for effective knowledge, and discovering new in a dataset. It's also been used to diagnose and predict a variety of disorders, including coronavirus and coronavirus Middle East respiratory syndrome [6]. The massive global dataset linked to the Covid-19 pandemic on a daily basis is a significant resource that should be collected and evaluated for important, valid, and pattern analysis to help stop the sawing of the Covid-19 virus. In the healthcare area, DM is most used in a variety of applications. It is frequently employed in the healthcare profession for a variety of purposes, including forecasting patient performance, modeling health outcomes, monitoring treatment and infection efficacy, and hospital rating [2].

This paper provides a new strategy called Covid-19 Patients Diagnosis (CPD) strategy that is divided into two stages called Feature Selection Stage (FSS) and Covid-19 Diagnosis Stage (CDS). The FSS aims to select the meaningful features for the next CDS. In the FSS, the most effective subset of features is selected by using Chi-Square Feature Selection (CSFS) method as a filter selection method that can select the most effective features quickly. Then, the accurate and quick diagnosis is provided by using Improved K-Nearest Neighbors (IKNN) that depends on using the average distance of the nearest k items that is used as a radius of a constructed circle to determine the nearest M items inside the circle based on its center.

This paper is structured as follows; section 2 summarizes previous work for Covid-19 diagnosis methods. Section 3 discusses the proposed Covid-19 patient diagnosis approach. Section 4 displays the experimental results. Section 5 summarizes the findings and recommendations for future research.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, the prior studies efforts on Covid-19 diagnosis techniques will be discussed. In [7], Distance Biased Naïve Bayes (DBNB) was introduced to diagnose Covid-19 cases using laboratory tests. The DBNB goes through two basic stages to be able to classify Covid-19. The first step included Advanced Particle Swarm Optimization (APSO) which combines filter and wrapper methods to choose more useful features from the dataset. Then, these features were used to classify Covid-19 patients in the second step using DBNB which is used to overcome the drawback of classical NB. DBNB has two modules in which the first module was used to weight the selected features while the second was used to take a final decision depending on the distance between the center of the target class and the input patient that needs to be classified.

As presented in [8], a support system for Covid-19 diagnosis using blood tests named Heg.IA. In preprocessing step, the dataset has a numeric form. Then, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Evolutionary Search (ES) were used as a feature selection technique. To detect Covid-19 patients using several classification techniques, but Bayes net method achieves high accuracy equal 95%.

In [9], a Covid-19 Diagnostic Technique (CDT) for Covid-19 detection based on a blood sample was introduced. CDT has applied a Genetic Algorithms (GA) and relief algorithm to select the most accurate feature from the dataset, which consists of 100 features. Then, a random forest classifier was used to classify the dataset. The result shows that the model has good accuracy. As introduced in [10], a new Corona Patients Detection Strategy (CPDS) was represented to check Covid-19 patients. CPDS was implemented by applying two steps. The first is a Hybrid Feature Selection Methodology (HFSM) for extracting the best feature from the dataset. The second stage is an Enhanced K-Nearest Neighbor (EKNN) implemented as a classifier for detecting Covid-19 patients.

As presented in [11], a novel Handcrafted Feature Generation Technique and a Hybrid Feature Selector (HFGT-HFS) were introduced as an automatic COVID-19 detection method. In HFGT-HFS feature generation was implemented for the select statistical and textural features. Then classification was performed using two classifiers called (i) Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) as well as (ii) Deep Neural Network (DNN). The experimental results in [11] explain that the ANN and DNN models provided classification accuracy of 94.10% and 95.84% respectively.

III. THE PROPOSED COVID-19 PATIENTS DIAGNOSIS (CPD) STRATEGY

Automated medical diagnosis is becoming increasingly relevant, particularly when making quick decisions about dangerous viral disorders like Covid-19 [12, 2,4]. Covid-19 patients must be diagnosed as soon as possible because their own interaction with others is increasing unsurvivors number on a daily basis. As a result, direct interaction with Covid-19 patients may endanger the lives of medical staff, putting them at risk of death. This paper introduces a
Covid-19 Patients Diagnosis (CPD) technique to deliver more accurate and timely diagnosis findings in order to address this worldwide and dangerous dilemma. As represented in Fig.1, the proposed CPD strategy consists of two main stages, which are: (i) Feature Selection Stage (FSS) and (ii) Covid-19 Diagnosis Stage (CDS). While FSS aims to extract the powerful subset of features, CDS try to provide accurate diagnosis depended on the extracted features from FSS. The details of FSS and CDS stages will be described in the next subsections.

![Feature Selection Stage (FSS)](image1)

**A. Feature Selection Stage (FSS)**

In the FSS, Chi-Squared Feature Selection (CSFS) method is used for measuring the goodness of a feature [13,14]. The CSFS calculates the degree of independence between a two of variables belonging to the same class category using (1)

\[
CSFS = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{a=1}^{a} (O_{ia} - R_{ia})^2 / R_{ia}
\]

(1)

Where \( O_{ia} \) is the number of samples with \( i^{th} \) feature value in \( a^{th} \) class, \( O_i \) is the number of samples with \( i^{th} \) feature value. \( O_a \) is a number of samples in class \( a \), and \( N \) no of samples.

**B. Covid-19 Diagnosis Stage (CDS)**

In the CDS, Improved K-Nearest Neighbors (IKNN) is designed as a proposed classification method. It is used to precisely classify Covid-19 patients. IKNN is a new instance of KNN classifier that can enhance the efficiency of the classification in which it can be used in various applications including Covid-19 patient classification. Classical KNN is considered as one of the simplest and straightforward classification methods that can be easily understood [15]. It can handle multi-class problems and can give accurate classifications when the neighbors are correctly identified [16]. Hence, KNN can make a decision based on the training objects in the training phase in which it measures the distance between the testing object (e.g., Covid-19 patient) and every object in the training dataset. Then, it identifies the K nearest objects to classify the testing object (unclassified object) and assigns it to the majority vote class of those \( K \) objects.

Consequently, there are two main operators to execute KNN which are: (i) the value of \( K \) that represents the neighbors count to be considered and (ii) the distance measure. Euclidean distance is a popular method used to calculate the distance between a new object and the training objects [16]. Despite KNN’s simplicity, it is a lazy learner in which its calculations depend on the value of \( K \) to classify the testing object according to the majority vote of those \( K \) objects. It is noted that, in the case of the neighbors are incorrectly identified, the testing object (e.g., patient) will be incorrectly classified [17]. Moreover, depending only on the nearest \( K \) of training objects which close to the testing object after calculating the distance between them may give misclassification. Hence, KNN does not have the ability to give accurate classifications in real-time applications such as Covid-19 patients classification [15].

In this paper, IKNN is introduced to enhance the KNN’s performance by deducing a circle around the testing object located at the center of this circle. The circle has a radius equal to the average distance of the nearest \( K \) of training objects which is close to this testing object. According to a set of training objects inside the deduced circle, a new number of the nearest neighbors to the testing object (center) of this circle donated by \( M \) symbol will be determined. Finally, the majority vote of those \( M \) objects will be implemented inside the circle to accurately classify the testing object to its corresponding class.

![Covid-19 Diagnosis Stage (CDS)](image2)
To implement IKNN classifier, suppose that there are ‘n’ dimensional Feature Space; \( FS=\{f_1, f_2, f_3\} \). Additionally, an input training object \( T \) is represented as \( T(f_1, f_2, f_3) = \{f_{i1}, f_{j2}, f_{k3}\} \) and Covid-19 patient in testing dataset \( E \) as \( E(f_1, f_2, f_3) = \{f_{i1}, f_{j2}, f_{k3}\} \). Finally, there are ‘c’ classes denoted as; \( C_{categories} = \{Covid, Non\text{-}Covid\} \). To clarify the idea, suppose that there are two-dimensional feature space \( F = \{f_1, f_2\} \).

There are many steps to implement IKNN that start from the calculation of distance between the testing object’s data \( E(f_1, f_2, f_3) = \{f_{i1}, f_{j2}, f_{k3}\} \) and the training object’s data \( T(f_1, f_2, f_3) = \{f_{i1}, f_{j2}, f_{k3}\} \) in the ‘n’ dimensional space by using (2).

\[
D(E_j, T_i) = \sum_{x=1}^{n} (f_{xj} - f_{xi})^2
\]

(2)

Where \( D(E_j, T_i) \) denotes to the Euclidean distance between two objects \( E_j \) and \( T_i \) at features \((1, 2, \ldots, n)\). \( f_{xj} \) is the data value of \( j^{th} \) testing object \( E_j \) at \( x^{th} \) feature, \( f_{xi} \) is the data value of \( i^{th} \) training object \( T_i \) at \( x^{th} \) feature, and \( n \) refers to the total features number. Then, it determines the nearest \( K \) of the input training objects which close to \( E_j \) testing object according to the smallest distances. Secondly, the average distance \( r \) for the nearest \( K \) of training objects which close to \( E_j \) testing object is calculated by using (3).

\[
r = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=1}^{K} D_i
\]

(3)

Fig. 2. Steps of the Improved KNN using two features (F1, F2) and two classes (“Covid”, “Non-Covid”).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The major goal of this paper is to use data mining methods to improve classification performance and diagnostic accuracy. So, a new diagnostic method called Covid-19 Patients Diagnosis (CPD) strategy has been provided. CPD has two main stages; Feature Selection Stage (FSS) and Covid-19 Diagnosis Stage (CDS). In FSS, the most effective features will be selected. Then, these features will be used in the next stage called CDS. In CDS, IKNN classifier will be used for providing accurate classification. The performance of the proposed CDS strategy will be measured against other recent strategies based on two different datasets using Confusion Matrix metrics [2]. One of these datasets is blood tests called “Data1” and another data is CT images called “Data 2”. Also, the speedup of the proposed CDS strategy against other recent strategies will be calculated.

A. The Used Datasets Explanation

In this paper, two datasets which are called Data1 and Data 2 are used to test the performance of the proposed CDS. Data1 contains a group of “Covid” and “Non-Covid-19” patient laboratory data. The results given in this paper will depend on a Data1 that consists of 1624 patients and 34 features [18]. After the CSFS method was implemented in the feature selection stage, the number of most important features became 19 features. Training and testing datasets have been separated. There are 1300 cases used as training patients (80% of total datasets) and 324 testing patients (20% of total datasets).

Data 2 [19, 20] is the second dataset used in this paper. Data 2 consists of 812 CT images for patients. Training and testing datasets have been separated. There are 650 training CT images (80% of total datasets) and 162 testing CT images (20% of total datasets). Snapshots of the used datasets as examples of them are presented in Fig.3 and Fig.4 respectively. Additionally, more details about Data1 and Data 2 are presented in Table 1 respectively. These details include number of infection patient, and gender of cases.

B. The Used Evaluation Performance Metrics

The performance of the CDS strategy will be tested using five metrics in the following section. The metrics are accuracy, error, recall, precision, and run time. These parameters are calculated using confusion matrix during the implementation of CDS strategy. Fig.5 and Fig.6 show the results of confusion matrix for the CDS strategy based on Data1 and Data 2 respectively.

C. Experiment the Proposed Covid-19 Patient Diagnosis (CPD) Strategy

In this section, the IKNN is compared to the classical KNN using feature selection method called CSFS and also without using CSFS method. The IKNN in both cases; using CSFS and without using CSFS outperforms the classical KNN in terms of accuracy error, sensitivity, precision, and run time as presented in Table 2 and Table 3 according to Data1 and Data 2 datasets respectively. In Table 2 and Table 3, the IKNN with CSFS method gives the best results because it can provide the maximum accuracy, precision, and recall values but it can provide the minimum error and execution time. On the other hand, the classical KNN without using feature selection technique provides the worst results according to both datasets. It is noted that the results of the compared methods in Table 2 is better than the results in Table 3. Thus, blood tests dataset
(Data1) can provide more accurate results than CT image dataset (Data 2).

**Fig.5. The result of confusion matrix for the CDS strategy based on the Data1.**

**Fig.6. The result of confusion matrix for the CDS strategy based on the Data 2.**

**Algorithm 1: Covid-19 patients’ diagnosis using the Improved KNN algorithm.**

- **Inputs:**
  - $TDS = (D, F)$: Training dataset.
  - $LTRO = L_{tr1}, \ldots, L_{trH}$: Labels of training objects.
  - $H = |LTRO|$: The number of objects or labels in training data set.
  - $TED = (Q, F)$: Testing dataset (COVID-19+ cases).
  - $LTEO = L_{te1}, \ldots, L_{teS}$: Labels of testing objects.
  - $S = |LTEO|$: The number of objects or labels in testing data set.
  - $F = |F|$: No. of features in training and testing data set.
  - $TC = c_1, \ldots, c_T$: Target classes of medical classification.
  - $T = |TC|$: No. of classes in the system.
  - $K$: No. of nearest neighbors.
  - $f$: Feature of used object.
  - $D$: Distances between testing object $E_t$ and training object $I_i$.

- **Output:**
  - $Cr = Cr_1, \ldots, Cr_S$: Classification result for each test object.

- **Steps:**
  1. For every $E_t \in Q$
  2. For every $I_i \in D$
  3. Calculate $E_{dist}(E_t, I_i) = \sqrt{\sum_{j=1}^{F} (f_{xtj} - f_{ij})^2}$.
  4. End For
  5. End For

  /*Determined K- nearest neighbor of training objects for each testing object*/
  6. For every $E_t \in Q$
  7. For every $I_i \in D$
  8. Calculate Neighbors $(E_t, I_i)$ =K of training objects with smallest distance $E_{dist}(E_t, I_i)$.
  9. End For
  10. End For

  /*Calculate average value of K- nearest neighbor of training objects*/
  11. For every $E_t \in Q$
  12. Calculate $\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{K} D_i}{K}$.
  13. End For
  14. Draw a circle with a radius "r" and its center "testing object".
  15. For every $E_t \in Q$
  16. For every $M \in Z$
  17. If ($Z$ is even number)
  18. set $(M < Z)$ & $M$: odd number.
  19. End If
  20. $Cr = \text{Max. votes (M)}$
  21. End for
  22. End for
  23. Measure an accuracy of the proposed classifier.

**Algorithm Parameters**

- $TDS$: Training data set, $TRD = (D, F)$.
- $D$: Training objects.
- $F$: The features of training or testing objects, $F = f_1, \ldots, f_F$.
- $LTRO$: Labels of training objects, $L_{TR} = L_{tr1}, \ldots, L_{trH}$.
- $H$: The number of objects or labels in training data set, $H = |LTRO|$ or $|D|$.
- $TED$: Testing data set, $TED = (Q, F)$.
- $LTEO$: Labels of testing objects, $L_{TE} = L_{te1}, \ldots, L_{teS}$.
- $Q$: Testing objects.
- $S$: No. of objects or labels in testing data set, $S = |LTEO|$ or $|Q|$.
- $A$: The number of features in training and testing data set, $A = |F|$.
- $TC$: Classes of medical classification, $TC = c_1, \ldots, c_T$.
- $T$: No. of classes in the system, $T = |TC|$.
- $E_t$: Test object belong to Q; $E_t \in Q$.
- $I_i$: Training object belong to $D$; $I_i \in D$.
- $f$: Feature of used object.
- $f_{xtc}$: The values of the feature $x$ at $c$.
- $D_{dist}(E_t, I_i)$: Distances between testing object $E_t$ and training object $I_i$.
- $K$: No. of nearest neighbors.
- $r$: Radius of the circle that has test objects inside the circle.
- $Z$: No. of object inside the circle.
- $M$: Odd No. as a nearest neighbors inside a circle.
- $Cr$: Classification results.

/*classify the testing object according to the majority of the votes of the training objects inside the circle*/.
D. Experiment the Proposed Covid-19 Patient Diagnosis (CPD) Strategy against other recent strategies

The CPD strategy will be compared to many of the most commonly utilized Covid-19 diagnosis methodologies to ensure that it is effective in term of accuracy, error, precision, sensitivity, and run time. Those methods are Heg.IA [8], CPDS [10], and HFGT-HFS [11]. As shown in Table 4, the proposed CPD strategy reaches to the highest accuracy while it reaches to the lowest error and run-time values according to Data1 and Data 2. This demonstrates the effectiveness of CPD as its phases can effectively collaborate. The results based on Data1 that contains blood tests dataset are shown in Figs.(7→11) and the results based on Data 2 that contains CT images dataset are shown in Figs.(12→16).

Figs.(7→11) show that Heg-Ia, CPDS HFGT-HFS, and CPD provide accuracy values which are 0.93, 0.89, 0.85, and 0.963 respectively. Accordingly, Heg-Ia, CPDS, HFGT-HFS, and CPD techniques have error values which are 0.7, 0.11, 0.15, and 0.036 respectively. The Sensitivity of CPD is 1, while Heg-Ia, CPDS, and HFGT-HFS values are 0.92, 0.90, and 0.87 respectively. CPD has precision value 0.92 while Heg-Ia, CPDS, and HFGT-HFS give 0.90, 0.89, and 0.85 respectively. Table 4 shows a comparison between CPD and the common diagnostic strategies at 1300 patients. The proposed CPD strategy outperformed the other compared diagnostic strategies, as it gives a high accuracy value and a small error rate. As show in Table 4, HFGT-HFS gives poor accuracy with high error.

### Table 2
A comparison between IKKN and normal KNN using Data1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>IKNN+CSFS</th>
<th>IKNN without CSFS</th>
<th>KNN+CSFS</th>
<th>KNN without CSFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accuracy</strong></td>
<td>96.36%</td>
<td>94.54%</td>
<td>90.90%</td>
<td>72.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Error</strong></td>
<td>3.63%</td>
<td>5.46%</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>27.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sensitivity</strong></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>88.88%</td>
<td>82.75%</td>
<td>83.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Precision</strong></td>
<td>92.30%</td>
<td>96.12%</td>
<td>92.21%</td>
<td>80.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Run Time</strong></td>
<td>22.62 sec.</td>
<td>30.20 sec.</td>
<td>27.14 sec.</td>
<td>40.84 sec.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3
A comparison between IKKN and normal KNN using Data 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>IKNN+CSFS</th>
<th>IKNN without CSFS</th>
<th>KNN+CSFS</th>
<th>KNN without CSFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accuracy</strong></td>
<td>90.07%</td>
<td>86.41%</td>
<td>80.13%</td>
<td>61.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Error</strong></td>
<td>9.93%</td>
<td>13.59%</td>
<td>19.37%</td>
<td>38.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sensitivity</strong></td>
<td>97.80%</td>
<td>93.17%</td>
<td>88.42%</td>
<td>62.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Precision</strong></td>
<td>94.18%</td>
<td>91.71%</td>
<td>85.18%</td>
<td>60.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Run Time</strong></td>
<td>96.45 sec.</td>
<td>110.20 sec.</td>
<td>54.63 sec.</td>
<td>78.59 sec.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig.7. Accuracy of several diagnostic strategies.](image1)

![Fig.8. Error of several diagnostic strategies.](image2)

![Fig.9. Sensitivity of several diagnostic strategies](image3)

![Fig.10. Precision of several diagnostic strategies](image4)
Figs. (12→16) show that Heg-IA, CPDS, HFGT-HFS, and CPD provide accuracy values which are 0.88, 0.80, 0.83, and 0.90 respectively. Accordingly, Heg-IA, CPDS, HFGT-HFS, and CPD techniques have error values which are 0.11, 0.19, 0.16, and 0.9 respectively. The Sensitivity of CPD is 0.93, while Heg-IA, CPDS, and HFGT-HFS values are 0.92, 0.86, and 0.88 respectively. CPD has precision value 0.91 while Heg-IA, CPDS, and HFGT-HFS give 0.88, 0.82, and 0.89 respectively. Table 4 shows a comparison between CPD and the common diagnostic strategies. The proposed CPD strategy outperformed the other diagnostic strategies, as it gives a high accuracy and a small error rate. As show in Table 4, CPDS gives poor accuracy with high error. According to Figs. (7→16) and Table 4, the proposed CPD strategy outperform other strategies based on using Data1 or Data 2. It is noted that the results of strategies based on Data1 is better than the results based on Data 2. Thus, blood tests dataset (Data1) can provide more accurate results than CT image dataset (Data 2). Thus, the proposed CPD outperforms other strategies based on using blood tests dataset (Data1).
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Despite the efforts exerted to decrease the accelerating sawing of Covid-19 as a result of the great risks that this disease causes in all aspects of life, the rapid diagnosis of this disease is the most effective way to limit this spread and the possibility of providing healthcare to the injured and protecting healthy people. In this paper, a new CPD strategy that consists of two stages namely FSS and CDS was introduced. It is important to extract the meaningful features from the used dataset. In the FSS, the most effective subset of features is selected by using CSFS method. Then, an accurate and quick diagnosis is provided by using IKNN. It is noted that, the proposed CPD strategy outperformed other strategies according to both datasets; Data1 and Data 2. The results of CPD based on Data1 (blood tests) is better than its results based on Data 2 (CT images). The evaluation results based on Data1 showed that the CPD strategy outperformed other strategies called Heg.IA, CPDS, and HFG-HFS in which the CPD provided the best accuracy, error, precision, sensitivity, and run time with values equal 0.963, 0.036, 0.93, 1, and 22.62s.

In the future work, the proposed CPD strategy will be developed by combining the CSFS method in the feature selection stage with a wrapper stage that contains the Gray Wolf Optimization (GWO) to select must accurate features. Additionally, the proposed CPD strategy will be tested on large datasets from different areas to measure the scalability of this strategy.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Data 1</th>
<th>CPD</th>
<th>Heg.IA</th>
<th>CPDS</th>
<th>HFG-HFS</th>
<th>Data 2</th>
<th>CPD</th>
<th>Heg.IA</th>
<th>CPDS</th>
<th>HFG-HFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>96.36%</td>
<td>92.87%</td>
<td>88.98%</td>
<td>84.93%</td>
<td>90.66%</td>
<td>96.36%</td>
<td>88.35%</td>
<td>80.41%</td>
<td>83.21%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>3.63%</td>
<td>7.13%</td>
<td>11.02%</td>
<td>15.07%</td>
<td>9.34%</td>
<td>11.65%</td>
<td>19.59%</td>
<td>16.79%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>92.30%</td>
<td>90.11%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>93.15%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>86.10%</td>
<td>88.07%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>92.30%</td>
<td>90.05%</td>
<td>89.17%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>88.31%</td>
<td>82.4%</td>
<td>89.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run Time</td>
<td>22.62 sec.</td>
<td>23 sec.</td>
<td>27 sec.</td>
<td>30 sec.</td>
<td>35 sec.</td>
<td>39.12 sec.</td>
<td>49.2 sec.</td>
<td>43 sec.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Title in Arabic:
استراتيجية تشخيص مرضى الكوفيد-19 باستخدام طرق تعدين البيانات

Abstract in Arabic:
كوفيد-19، لا يزال العالم يعيش في حالة من القلق وعمر الاستقرار على الرغم من الجهود المبذولة لإيجاد لقاح الخروج من هذه الأزمة خاصة بظهور فيروس كورونا المتحور الجديد المسمى أوميكرون، والذي أثار حالة من الجدل حول مدى تأثيره وقوته على الإنتشار بين الناس. لقد أثرت نتيجة كوفيد-19 بالاقتصاد العالمي في حالة من الفوضى. كما أدى إلى توقف واسع النطاق للعمل والانتاج في جميع أنحاء المجتمع، مما أضر بالاقتصاد والمجتمع. تقدم هذه الورقة إستراتيجية تشخيص مرضى كوفيد-19 (CPD) التي تعمل على إيجاد تشخيص سريع وفعال للغاية لتشخيص مرضى كوفيد-19. تتكون الاستراتيجية المقترحة من مرحلتين رئيسيتين هي مرحلة اختيار الميزات (FSS) والمرحلة التشخيص (CDS) يعد اختيار الهدف الرئيسي لـ FSS هو اختيار الميزات القوية لمرحلة CDS. الفكرة الرئيسية في IKNN المقترحة هي أن دائرة بنصف قطر تساوي متوسط المسافة للعناصر الأقرب وعددهم K سيم يتم بناؤها ثم سيتم تحديد أقرب م warto من العناصر تصنيف "Covid" أو "Non-Covid". توضح النتائج أن الإستراتيجية المقترحة المسماة CPD  تحقق دقة تصل إلى 96.32٪.